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Abstract
We study the relation between a given set of equations of motion
in configuration space and a Poisson bracket. A Poisson structure is
consistent with the equations of motion if the symplectic form satisfy
some consistency conditions. When the symplectic structure is com-
mutative these conditions are the Helmholtz integrability equations
for the nonrestricted inverse problem of the calculus of variations [8].
We have found the corresponding consistency conditions for the sym-
plectic noncommutative case.
1 Introduction
A deep reconsideration of some fundamental concepts of the past cen-
tury physics is a sign of our present time. One of these fundamental
concepts is space-time that was largely considered as a background
scenario where the dynamics take place. In addition, it is now be-
lieved that some intrinsic properties of space-time could be very dif-
ferent from the usual ones at some high energy scale. Inspired from
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Open String Theory and Loop Quantum Gravity the idea that the
smooth geometry of space-time has to be replaced with a noncommu-
tative geometry [1] is now a very active area in the quest to search for
new physics whose wide scope runs from phenomenology to physical
theory and mathematical research. In string theory this idea can be
implemented from a certain sigma model with appropriate boundary
conditions. When we allow for space-space noncommutativity the low
energy limit of this model produces a noncommutative field theory[2].
If we allow for space-time noncommutativity a particular low energy
limit produces a noncommutative open string theory [3]. The noncom-
mutative field theories are defined by a deformation of the algebra of
classical field functions on space-time where the standard product is
replaced with a new noncommutative ⋆Weyl-Moyal product [4]. Gen-
eralizations of these ideas to the case when the noncommutativity
parameter depends on space-time are also a current area of research
[5, 6].
These theories are deformations of classical field theories in the
same sense as a particular deformation of a classical theory can pro-
duce a quantum theory. In order to include the effects of noncommu-
tativity in classical and quantum dynamics we could wonder if this
deformation procedure can also be applied in such cases. The answer
is in the affirmative but the structure to be deformed is not the space
time but the phase-space symplectic structure. A clear objection to
such procedure is that a symplectic structure can be deformed by a
redefinition of variables in phase space (Darboux transformations).
We can always recast the symplectic structure in the standard Dar-
boux form using the (q, p) phase space variables. As a result of this
transformation we will end with a new modified Hamiltonian. It is
indeed possible to construct interacting models from a deformation of
σ. In general these interactions do not preserve symmetries and are
non-local upon quantization. The standard lore is to define a non-
commutative classical system (NCCS) by a Hamiltonian of the form
H = T + V and a symplectic structure that implements the noncom-
mutativity between the coordinates of the configuration space. This
two classically equivalent perspectives are, in general, not equivalent
at quantum level (the Darboux transformation is not a unitary trans-
formation in quantum mechanics).
This approach can be implemented also in field theory [7]. We
will call these resulting field theories symplectic noncommutative field
theories. They include the effects of noncommutativity through a
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deformation of the symplectic structure with the property that the
Poisson bracket between fields at different space points is different
from zero. The new parameter that controls this symplectic noncom-
mutativity could be used as a natural cut off and/or as a model for
Lorentz violation at certain scale.
It is well know that we can specify the dynamical content of a
classical theory in different but classically equivalent ways: a) by the
equations of motion in configuration space (i.e., the forces), b) by
a Lagrangian in the tangent space of the manifold that define the
configuration space or c) by a symplectic structure σ and a Hamilto-
nian1. Quantummechanics needs global information from the classical
mechanics description. This global information is used by quantum
theory to account for fluctuations of classical solutions2. Indeed the in-
formation encoded in a) is not sufficient to quantize a classical system.
For NCCS the natural way to specify the dynamical information is to
encode it in the form c). Here we are interested in the consequences of
symplectic noncommutativity in configuration space. We will provide
the dynamical information by means of the equations of motion and
the symplectic structure. This information can not be specified in an
arbitrary way. Given the forces, the symplectic structure σ must sat-
isfy some dynamical consistency conditions. The aim of this letter is
to find and analyze these dynamical consistency conditions between
the given forces and a noncommutative symplectic structure. Gener-
alizing the analysis presented in [8] where the authors found that the
dynamical consistency conditions between commutative commutation
relations (CCR) and a given set of equations of motion in configura-
tion space are precisely the Helmholtz conditions for the existence of
a Lagrangian in tangent space, we will present here the correspond-
ing dynamical consistency conditions for the case of noncommutative
commutation relations (NCR). We will show that these consistency
conditions do not imply the existence of a Lagrangian for the given
set of equations of motion (i.e., they are not any more the Helmholtz
conditions). They could be regarded as a deformation of the Helmholtz
conditions in the sense that they can be written as the Helmholtz con-
ditions plus terms that depend on the noncommutative parameter θ.
If one insist on the existence of a Lagrangian in tangent space the
1The relation between a first order formulation of the dynamics and the inverse problem
of the calculus of variations in tangent space was worked out in [16] and [17]. The inverse
problem of the calculus of variations in the first order formulation was studied in [18].
2Recall for example the path integral approach to quantization.
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Helmholtz conditions will be satisfied. It turn out that the remaining
conditions on the forces that comes from these θ dependent terms are
very restrictive. In fact, for isotropic central potentials only polyno-
mials up to second degree in the coordinates satisfy these conditions.
The quantization of a given set of equations of motion in configu-
ration space can be performed either by using CCR or NCR providing
that the corresponding consistency conditions are satisfied. The re-
sulting quantum theories are in general nonequivalent. It also could be
the case that the system can not be quantized using CCR because it
does not have a Lagrangian (i.e., the standard consistency conditions
are not satisfied) but nevertheless it can be quantized in a consistent
way using NCR (when our new consistency conditions are satisfied).
As a consequence of our results we can state that a consistent quanti-
zation of the given equations of motion is possible by solving the new
conditions, even when a Lagrangian function does not exist.
We will present also a generic solution to these new consistency
conditions. This solution is the analogous of the standard solution of
the inverse problem of the calculus of variations for forces that come
from a potential function.
Previous attempts to analyze the same problem that we are ad-
dressing here are [9, 10], but the scope of these references is very
limited and in the case of the second reference the proposed general-
ization of the CCR is inconsistent. That noncommutative symplectic
structures may have deep consequences in the study of the inverse
problem of the calculus of variations in tangent space was first ob-
served in [11, 14, 16]. In particular, in [11] the author conclude that
the equations of motion in configuration space should be deformed in
such a way that they are not more of second order in time derivatives
but of third order. We are exploring the possible relation between this
result and the consistency conditions that we have found here.
The organization of the letter is as follows: in section 2 we will
present our new consistency conditions generalizing previous results.
In section 3 a generic solution to the new conditions is constructed.
We present an nonequivalent quantization for the case of the harmonic
oscillator and a consistent quantization of a system that does not have
a Lagrangian. Finally, the conclusions and some possible consequences
of the extension of our results to the case of field theory are the content
of section 4.
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2 Consistency conditions for NCR
Given a set of equations of motion in configuration space
x¨i − F i(xj , x˙j , t) = 0, (1)
and the NCR3
[xi, x˙j ] = gij(x, x˙), [xi, xj ] = θij, (2)
where gij is a symmetric matrix and θij an antisymmetric constant
matrix, we say that the NCR are compatible with the given equations
of motion (1) if using4
D
Dt
[A,B] = [
D
Dt
A,B] + [A,
D
Dt
B], (3)
where
D
Dt
= F i
∂
∂x˙i
+ x˙i
∂
∂xi
+
∂
∂t
,
we can construct a matrix gij and a matrix Bij defined by
Bij = [x˙i, x˙j ],
that depends on gij , θij and F i in such a way that the corresponding
symplectic matrix σ is consistent with the Leibnitz rule (3) and the
3We will identify the commutation relations with the corresponding classical Poisson
brackets relations. At a formal level we can use canonical quantization or Moyal-Wigner
deformation quantization to relate our results with the quantum ones. If σ depends ex-
plicitly on time we can reparametrize the classical theory and use the technics developed
in [12] to obtain results analogous to the ones presented here.
4Notice that this condition is not the standard Leibnitz rule. In fact it implies a
dynamical compatibility between the bracket and the dynamical vector field along the
solution curves of the equations of motion. If we define the bracket by
[A,B] =
∂A
∂za
σab
∂B
∂zb
,
where za = (xi, x˙j) then the condition (3) imply
LF (σab) = 0,
where LF is the Lie derivative along the solution vector field associated with the system
(1). The content of this condition will appear as the Helmholtz conditions in the following
paragraphs.
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Jacobi identity. So we will have a set of conditions that involves the
basic matrices gij , θij and the forces that define the system F i. We
will call these conditions dynamical consistency conditions. When the
noncommutative parameter θij is zero, it turns out that these consis-
tency conditions are the Helmholtz conditions for the non restricted
inverse problem of the calculus of variations [13] associated with the
equations of motion (1) i.e., the integrability conditions of the partial
differential equations
ELi(L) = gij(x¨
j − F j(x, x˙, t)),
for the function L. Here ELi is the Euler-Lagrange operator and L is a
Lagrangian function for the given system. Indeed when a Lagrangian
exists, we can conclude following [8], that a consistent quantization of
the system is possible if and only if it comes from a variational principle
with Lagrangian L. This is the content of the No Lagrangian?, No
quantization! lema.
Our task is now to find these consistency conditions when θij is
different from zero. A straightforward calculation gives
[xi, gjk] = [xj , gik], (4a)
D
Dt
gij =
1
2
[xi, F j ] +
1
2
[xj , F i], (4b)
D
Dt
Bij = [x˙i, F j ]− [x˙j , F i], (4c)
where
Bij = [x˙i, x˙j ] = −1
2
[xi, F j ] +
1
2
[xj , F i]
=
1
2
(θjk
∂F i
∂xk
− θik∂F
j
∂xk
) +
1
2
(gjk
∂F i
∂x˙k
− gik ∂F
j
∂x˙k
), (5)
and gij a symmetric matrix (this is a simple consequence of D
Dt
[xi, xj ] =
0). The first set of equations (4a) comes from the Jacobi identity
[xi, [xj , x˙k]] + (ijk) = 0. The equations (4b) come from the derivative
of the first bracket in (2) symmetrizing and adding the two equations.
The equations (4c) come from the derivative of the definition of the
matrix B. The matrix B in (5) can be constructed from the equations
(4b) and using the definition of the matrix gij .
We can write these conditions as the Helmholtz conditions plus
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terms that depend on the noncommutative parameter θ
gij = gji, (6a)
∂gij
∂x˙k
− ∂gik
∂x˙j
+ Lθijk = 0, (6b)
D
Dt
gij = −1
2
(
gik
∂F k
∂x˙j
+ gjk
∂F k
∂x˙i
)
+Mθij , (6c)
D
Dt
tij = gik
∂F k
∂xj
− gjk ∂F
k
∂xi
+N θij, (6d)
where
tij =
1
2
(gik
∂F k
∂x˙j
− gjk ∂F
k
∂x˙i
),
and Lθijk,M
θ
ij , N
θ
ij are terms that depend on θ. Explicitly they are
given by
Lθijk = θ
slgsk
∂gij
∂xl
− θrlgrj ∂gki
∂xl
,
Mθij = −
1
2
gir(θ
rn∂F
s
∂xn
+ θsn
∂F r
∂xn
)gjs,
N θij = gligmj(−
D
Dt
blm + blk
∂Fm
∂x˙k
− bmk ∂F
l
∂x˙k
) + glk(tljM
θ
ik − tliMθjk),
where
bij =
1
2
(θjk
∂F i
∂xk
− θik ∂F
j
∂xk
).
Here gij denotes the inverse matrix of our previous g
ij . If one insist in
the existence of a Lagrangian for the original system (1) or if it already
exists then the subsidiary conditions Lθijk = 0,M
θ
ij = 0, N
θ
ij = 0 must
be satisfied, namely
θin
∂gjk
∂xn
− θjn∂g
ik
∂xn
= 0, (7a)
θin
∂F j
∂xn
+ θjn
∂F i
∂xn
= 0, (7b)
− D
Dt
blm + blk
∂Fm
∂x˙k
− bmk ∂F
l
∂x˙k
= 0. (7c)
These equations impose very restrictive conditions on the forces F i.
As an example consider the case of a force proportional to rn where
r =
√∑
i x
ixi. The subsidiary conditions (7) imply that the only
solutions for n are n = 0, 1, 2. So, among the isotropic central forces
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the only system that admit both CCR and NCR quantization is the
harmonic oscillator. This means that at least we can give two different
pairs (σ,H) which have the same second order equations of motion in
configuration space. In spite of the classical equivalence of the two
formulations the resulting quantum theories are nonequivalent. This
follows from the fact that the parameter θ breaks the degeneracy of the
harmonic oscillator spectra. Explicitly for a two dimensional isotropic
oscillator quantized using NCR we have
Em,n = ω[(m+ n) + θω(m− n) + 1], (8)
where n,m are two non-negative integers and ω is the frequency of the
isotropic oscillator. For details of this calculation we refer the reader
to the appendix. To fully appreciate the content of this quantization
of the harmonic oscillator it is important to notice that here we are
starting from the equations of motion of the harmonic oscillator and
a compatible symplectic structure, i.e., a solution of eqs. (6), given
the force of the isotropic harmonic oscillator. The classical system
defined in this way is the standard harmonic oscillator. Upon quan-
tization, using standard methods we arrive at the nonstandard result
(8). The quantization of the noncommutative oscillator [19] is quite
different. There the starting point is a NCCS with the Hamiltonian of
the isotropic oscillator in two dimensions and a symplectic structure
that implements the noncommutativity of the configuration space co-
ordinates. This system is not the standard harmonic oscillator. Its
quantization also produces a spectra that depends on the parameter
θ. In the next section we will study these NCCS as a special case of
the results that we have obtained in this section.
3 Generic solution of NCR dynamical
consistency conditions
To find a solution of the dynamical consistency conditions (4) we will
try to explore the type of forces that these conditions allow. The
forces that come from a potential function are ruled out because the
subsidiary conditions on them are too restrictive. We wonder if it
is possible to guess a generic form of the forces that are compatible
with the dynamical consistency conditions. Fortunately there exists
at least one type of generic forces that allow us to find a solution
to the consistency conditions. This solution is the analogous of the
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corresponding solution of the Helmholtz conditions for forces that are
derivable from a potential function. Consider forces of the form
F i = −∂V
∂xi
+ θij
d
dt
∂V
∂xj
, (9)
for a “potential function” V (x). This type of forces arise in the first
order formulation for a Hamiltonian function of the form H = 12p
2+V
with the symplectic structure
[xi, xj ] = θij, [pi, pj ] = 0, [x
i, pj ] = δ
i
j , (10)
i.e., from a NCCS with potential V . The Hamilton equations of mo-
tion associated with a NCCS are
x˙i + θij p˙j − pi = 0, (11a)
−p˙i − ∂V
∂xi
= 0. (11b)
Forces in configuration space of the form (9) can be deduced from these
first order equations by using the set (11b) and taking the derivative
with respect to time of the first set of equations (11a). Notice that
this reduction of phase space variables to the configuration space is
nonstandard, i.e., the momenta are not auxiliary variables. So we can
not use this reduction to obtain a Lagrangian for the system whose
forces are of the form (9). This reduction is not “variationally admis-
sible” [14]. In particular the map from the space of initial conditions
of the first order system (11), xi(t0) = x
i
0, pj(t0) = pj0, where t0 is
the initial time, to the configuration space is quite not standard. This
map is
xi(t0) = x
i
0, (12)[
− θik ∂V
∂xk
+ x˙i
]
(t0) = pi0. (13)
An interesting observation is that these initial conditions are not the
usual initial position and velocities of Newtonian Mechanics but de-
pend on the symplectic matrix σ and the dynamics through the “po-
tential function” V (x). Of course we can recover the standard case
when we use CCR.
To obtain the conditions on the integrating factor gij and the func-
tion V , we will use the forces (9) in the dynamical consistency condi-
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tions (4). The result is
θil
∂gil
∂xl
− θjl∂g
ik
∂xl
= 0, (14a)
d
dt
gij =
1
2
(
gikθjlVkl − θilVjl + θikθjl d
dt
Vlk + (i↔ j)
)
, (14b)
D
Dt
Bij = gilVjl − θjlgik d
dt
Vlk+
1
2
θjlVlk
(
θikVkr − θkrVir + θirgknVrn − θkrginVrn
)
− (i↔ j), (14c)
where
Bij =
1
2
(
θilVjl − θjlginVln − θjlVil + θilgjnVln
)
, (15)
restricting the dependence of gij to the coordinates and using the
notation Vl ≡ ∂V∂xl .
From equation (14b) we can guess a solution of the form
gij = δij + θinθjmVnm. (16)
It turns out that this guess is in fact correct. It solves all the re-
manning conditions for any function V (x). We conclude that the
symplectic form
[xi, x˙j ] = δij + θ
inθjmVnm, [x
i, xj ] = θij, (17a)
[x˙i, x˙j ] = θilVjl +
1
2
θilθjrθnsVlnVrs − (i↔ j), (17b)
is compatible with the system
x¨i +
∂V
∂xi
− θij d
dt
∂V
∂xj
= 0. (18)
This imply that the classical system defined by the equations of motion
(18) and the symplectic form (17) can be consistently quantized.
Two comments are in order. The relation between the momenta
and the velocities given in (11)
pi = x˙
i − θij ∂V
∂xj
, (19)
with the identity mapping for the configuration space can be used to
map the symplectic form (17) to the symplectic form (10). So the
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equations of motion (18) can be obtained from the pair (σ,H) as we
have presented them in the previous paragraph or it can be deduced
from (17) with Hamiltonian
H =
1
2
(x˙i − θij ∂V
∂xj
)2 + V. (20)
The two formulations for the system (18) are classically equivalent
but, in general, they give different quantum theories. In this way we
have two classically equivalent formulations of the noncommutative
dynamics given by a general Hamiltonian function H = T + V whose
associated quantum theories are different. If we quantize the non-
commutative harmonic oscillator of [19] using (20) and (17) we will
obtain a different energy spectra with a different dependence on the
parameter θ.
Notice the important fact that in general (up to the linear and
quadratic potentials) the system does not have a Lagrangian, i.e., the
solution presented in (17) is not a solution for the Helmholtz condi-
tions. Nevertheless it can be quantized in a consistent way.
As an example of a NCCS that does not admit a variational for-
mulation we can consider the system defined by the potential function
V = 12ω
2x2 in two dimensions. It is easy to prove that this sim-
ple system does not have a second order variational formulation but
nevertheless it can be consistently quantized. The system is
x¨ = −ω2x, (21)
y¨ = −θω2x˙. (22)
Using the first order representation given by the standard Hamilto-
nian H = 12p
2 + V with the associated momenta given by (19), the
symplectic form is
[x, y] = θ, [x, px] = 1, [y, py] = 1.
The other brackets are equal to zero. Taking as a basis for the Hilbert
space |x′, p′y〉 the propagator is
〈x′′, p′′y ; t′′|x′, p′y; t′〉 =
eD√
sin(ωT )
e
− i
2
k2T+iω
2
cot(ωT )(x′2+x′′2)−i ω
sin(ωT )
x′x′′
,
(23)
where k is the constant value of py, and T = t
′′ − t′. The constant D
can be determined using the condition that when we take the limit of
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(23) as t′′ → t′ the propagator is a Dirac delta. This result does not
depends on the noncommutative parameter θ but this is an effect of
the choice of the basis for the Hilbert space.
Our second comment is concerned with the construction of the
bracket of any two variables at different times. Using the notation
zα = (xi, x˙i), z˙α = (x˙i, F i), z¨α = (F i, DF
i
Dt
).... where α = 1, 2, ...2n
and i, j = 1, 2, ...n, the Poisson brackets at different times are
[zα(t), zβ(t+ δt)] = σαβ + Gαβ(t)δt + 1
2
(
D
Dt
Gαβ + Bαβ
)
(δt)2 + . . . ,
up to second order in δt where
Bαβ = [z˙α(t), z˙β(t)], Gαβ = [zα(t), z˙β(t)],
and
σαβ =
(
θij gij
−gij Bij
)
,
with gij and Bij defined in the usual way. The relation between this
brackets and the Peierls brackets is outside the scope of the present
letter. We only mention that in the limit θ → 0 we can relate this
result with the standard result obtained from the covariant Peierls
brackets [15]. In that case we can construct from the Green function
the CCR at different times. When a Lagrangian for the equations of
motion exists the result is [15]
for α = i, β = j
Gij(t, t+ δt) = gijδt+
1
2
(
Dgij
Dt
+Bij
)
(δt)2 + . . . ,
for α = i, β = j + n
Gij(t, t+ δt) = gij +
(
Dgij
Dt
+Bij
)
(δt) + . . . ,
for α = i+ n, β = j + n
Gij(t, t+ δt) = Bij +O(δt) + . . . ,
where in terms of a second order Lagrangian
gij =
∂L
∂x˙i∂x˙j
,
12
Bij = gik
(
∂L
∂xk∂x˙l
− ∂L
∂x˙k∂xl
)
glj .
The equal time Poisson brackets are
[xi, xj ] = 0, [xi, x˙j ] = gij , [x˙i, x˙j ] = Bij,
as expected.
4 Conclusions
In this letter we have studied the problem of the dynamical compati-
bility between a given set of equations of motion in configuration space
and a symplectic structure. Generalizing a previous result that states
that this dynamical compatibility can be related to the inverse prob-
lem of the calculus of variations we have presented here new dynamical
conditions that could be seen as a deformation of the Helmholtz con-
ditions. We were limiting ourselves to the case where the bracket
between the configuration variables is a constant antisymmetric ma-
trix. Surprisingly the deformed problem has a generic solution for
the new dynamical compatibility conditions in terms of a “potential
function” for the forces of the form (9).
We can ask if these new conditions are the integrability equations
of the inverse problem of the calculus of variations of some sort of
generalized noncommutative dynamics. It could be the case that a
particular deformation of the equations of motion by adding some θ
dependent terms can be related with the conditions obtained here.
This is an open interesting problem that we leave for a future work.
We have also presented the deformed brackets at different times
and we have compared them with the well known Peierls brackets
associated with CCR. Our brackets at different times are the Peierls
brackets when the deformation parameter is zero. The question if it
is possible to relate the deformed brackets at different times with the
Green function associated to the equations of motion is outside the
scope of the present letter.
Finally we will comment on the extension of our results to the case
of field theory. The symplectic noncommutativity studied here have
important consequences for the formulation of the corresponding field
theory. In addition to the problem of the existence of a Lagrangian,
the problem of the construction of a meaningful field theory with a
well defined perturbative framework, a vacuum and asymptotic states
13
is not yet solved. Some drastic changes to the standard formulation
of field theoretic methods are needed to solve these relevant ques-
tions. Nevertheless we can speculate on some of the consequences
that nonequivalent quantization can produce in field theory. It seems
that the quantization of a Klein-Gordon equation for a set of non-
interacting scalar fields using NCR produces a quantum interacting
field theory that can be based on the oscillator quantization presented
in the appendix. From the other hand it is not difficult to see that a
Lagrangian function for a theory like φ4 in the NCR approach does
not exists.
It is also worth noticing that by extending our results of section
3 to field theory we could produce models that have some contact
with Double Special Relativity (DSR) [20]. We can see that in fact
this could be the case because an equation of motion of the form (18)
will produce in field theory some sort of deformed dispersion relations
that in simple cases have the form of the deformed dispersion relations
presented in recent DSR literature.
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Appendix
Let us consider the system of equations of motion that describe the
isotropic harmonic oscillator in two dimensions
x¨i = −ω2xi. (24)
According to our previous analysis this system admits at least two
different consistent quantizations: a) the standard quantization, b) a
NCR quantization. We will present here the b) quantization scheme.
The symplectic structure is
[x, y] = θ, [x, x˙] = [y, y˙] = 1, [x˙, y˙] = θω2,
and the other brackets are zero.
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Defining a first order system with the momenta given by
px = x˙, py = y˙,
the Hamiltonian can be constructed and is
H =
1
1− θ2ω2
[
1
2
(p2x + p
2
y) +
ω2
2
(x2 + y2) + θω2(xpy − ypx)
]
.
We choose a basis for the Hilbert space {| x, py〉} such that the oper-
ators xˆ and pˆy acts in a multiplicative way, and
〈x, py | pˆx = [−i ∂
∂x
+ iθω2
∂
∂py
]〈x, py |, (25)
〈x, py | yˆ = [i ∂
∂py
− iθ ∂
∂x
]〈x, py | . (26)
The Hamiltonian can be expressed in terms of the energy operator
Eˆ = 12(pˆ
2
x+pˆ
2
y)+
ω2
2 (xˆ
2+yˆ2) and the angular momentum operator Lˆ =
xˆpˆy − yˆpˆx, which commute with each other. An energy and angular
momentum basis can be constructed using creation and annihilation
operators of “+” and “-” quanta [21].
Given the usual a1 =
1√
2ω
(ωxˆ+ipˆx) and a2 =
1√
2ω
(ωyˆ+ipˆy), define
the operators
A+ =
1√
2
(a1 − ia2), A− = 1√
2
(a1 + ia2),
and then
N± = A
†
±A±,
in terms of which the energy and angular momentum reads
Eˆ = ω(N+ +N− + 1),
Lˆ = N+ −N−.
The operators A± and A
†
± satisfies the commutators
[A±, A
†
±] = (1∓ θω),
and the rest are zero. So, the commutator of these operators with
N+ +N− and Lˆ gives
[N+ +N−, A±] = −(1∓ θω)A±, [N+ +N−, A†±] = (1∓ θω)A†±,
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[Lˆ, A±] = ∓(1∓ θω)A±, [Lˆ, A†±] = ±(1∓ θω)A†±.
With this information we can conclude that A± and A
†
± annihilates
and creates quanta. If | η, λ〉 is an eigenvector of N++N− and Lˆ with
eigenvalues η and λ respectively, we then have
A± | η, λ〉 ∼| η − (1∓ θω), λ∓ (1∓ θω)〉,
and
A
†
± | η, λ〉 ∼| η + (1∓ θω), λ± (1∓ θω)〉.
From the positivity of the energy we know that a state that is anni-
hilated by A± exists and can be written as
A± | 0, λ0〉 = 0⇒ 〈x, py | A± | 0, λ0〉 = 0.
From this two equations and using the representation given by (25)
and (26) we found the normalized wave function for the lowest energy
state
ψ0,λ0(x, py) =
1
(1− θ2ω2) 14√π
e
− 1
1−θ2ω2
(ω
2
x2+ 1
2ω
p2y+θωxpy).
Now, from Lˆ | 0, λ0〉 = λ0 | 0, λ0〉, we can calculate λ0 = −θω.
From this vacuum state the energy spectrum can be calculated.
The result is
| (m+ n) + θω(m− n),−(m− n)− θω(m+ n+ 1)〉 =
1
2
√
m!n!
(A†+)
n(A†−)
m | 0,−θω〉,
with the energy spectrum given by
Em,n = ω[(m+ n) + θω(m− n) + 1].
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